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What is PrescribeIT®?

Canada Health Infoway is working with Health Canada, provinces and territories, and industry stakeholders like
Microquest to create, operate, and maintain a financially self-sustaining, e-prescribing service, known as
PrescribeIT®.
This will be a single service that can be scaled for use across the country, enabling prescribers to electronically
transmit a prescription to a patient’s pharmacy of choice.
The service will provide safer and more effective medication management by connecting community-based
prescribers (such as physicians and nurse practitioners), through their existing electronic medical records (EMR),
to community retail pharmacies to enable the electronic transmission of prescriptions.
PrescribeIT® will reduce the use of paper prescriptions, enhance patient safety, reduce fraud, improve continuity
of care, optimize jurisdictional drug information system investments, and facilitate better health outcomes for
Canadians.

What is e-prescribing?

E-prescribing is the secure electronic creation and transmission of a prescription between an authorized
prescriber and a patient’s pharmacy of choice, using clinical EMR and pharmacy management software.
Source: Canada Health Infoway.
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Medications

The Medications tab is used to record and prescribe patient medication. Active, Inactive, Draft, and For Review
medications are displayed in the Medications tab.

Medication Tab

The medication tab includes a few notable sections:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Medication View tab: Displays patient medication information.
Patient Communication tab: Displays patient-linked communication.
Medication List: Displays a list of all patient medications.
Medication Details tab: Displays full details of the selected medication.
Medication Communication tab: Displays medication-linked communication.
PrescribeIT® Details tab: Displays PrescribeIT® details for the selected medication.
Medication Functions: Displays medication-related functions.

Medication List

The medication list displays the patient’s medications in the currently selected section.
This list includes the following columns: medication, last prescribed, prescribing doctor, and status. Medications
within each section can be sorted using the above columns. To sort the list, simply click on the applicable column.
Additionally, the medication list will display the same indicators as the message list.
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Medication List Sections
Medications are sorted into the following sections:
Folder
For Review

Description
Medications that require attention (renewal requests, send failures, etc.).

Draft

Draft prescriptions not yet sent.

Active

Patient’s currently active medications.

Inactive

Previous medications marked as inactive, or discontinued medications.

Medication Status
Medications can display different statuses:
For Review Status
Renewal Request

Description
Prescription renewal requested.

Send Failure

New prescription failed to send.

Renewal Failure

Healthquest-initiated renewal failed to send.

Response Failure

Renewal request response failed to send.

Cancel Failure

Cancel request failed to send.

Deferred Failure

Paper prescription failed to send

Draft Status
Draft

Description
Electronic prescription not ready to send, paper prescription not yet printed.

Signed

Prescription ready to send to PrescribeIT®.

Active Status
Active

Send Success

Description
Medication prescribed at a non-PrescribeIT® site (authoritative/paper delivery
method).
Medication prescribed at a PrescribeIT® site but not sent to PrescribeIT®
(authoritative/paper delivery method).
New prescription or Healthquest-initiated renewal sent to PrescribeIT®
(authoritative/paper delivery method).
Prescription successfully sent to the pharmacy.

Sent as eFax

Prescription routed via eFax to the pharmacy.

Renewal Success

Healthquest-initiated renewal successfully sent to the pharmacy.

Renewal as eFax

Healthquest-initiated renewal successfully routed via eFax to the pharmacy.

Active (Opt-out)
Deferred Success
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Renewal Opt-out

Renewal request responded to by a non-PrescribeIT® physician.

Dispensed

Pharmacy has dispensed the medication to the patient.

Cancel Pending

Cancel request sent, no response received.

Canceled as eFax

Cancel request routed via eFax to the pharmacy.

Cancel Denied

Cancel request denied by the pharmacy.

Inactive Status
Inactive

Description
Medication has been automatically, or manually, set as inactive.

Cancel Approved

Cancel request approved by the pharmacy.

Cancel Fills Revoked

Cancel request approved and remaining refills for the prescription have been revoked
by the pharmacy.
Prescription has been renewed.

Renewed

Medication Functions

There are a few different functions to note within the medication tab:
Folder

Description
Create a new prescription.
Renew a medication.
Cancel a medication.
Delete a medication.
Set a medication as inactive.
Open and respond to the request.
Undo changes made to the current medication.
Save the medication in the draft section of the medication list.
Save as a favorite medication.
Print the medication.
Print all non-PrescribeIT® prescriptions and/or send and print all signed
electronic prescriptions.
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Creating a New Prescription
1. From the Charting module, select Medications
2. Click New
3. In the Medication Lookup’s Search field, enter the drug name (or part of the drug name), and
press enter

Note: if there are no results, you will need to update the Local Drug Table.

Note: You should not need to recreate favorites saved before PrescribeIT®. You should be able to continue to use
your old favorites as needed. However, there are new fields required by PrescribeIT® (such as quantity unit). It
may be useful to update your favorites to include these new fields.
Refer to the following for Lookup Tables details:
Table

Description

PrescribeIT®

Searches the PrescribeIT® drug tables.

Archives

Searches the previous drug tables.

Refer to the following field descriptions to complete the prescription information:
Field

Description

Last Prescribed

Date the drug was last prescribed. Default is today’s date

Active Date

Date the drug is made active (default is today’s date).

Doctor

List of doctors.

Quantity

Number of tablets, capsules, milligrams, etc.

Quantity Units

Tablets, capsules, milligrams, etc.
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Refer to the following field descriptions to complete dosage details:
Field

Description

Add

Add a dosage line.

Then

Dosage relationship: First dosage to be taken, then take the second dosage. E.g.: Take
2mg once daily for 1 week, then 1mg once daily for 1 week.

And

Dosage relationship: First dosage to be taken, and take the second dosage. E.g.: Take 2mg
once daily for 1 week, and 1mg once daily for 1 week

Note: If dosage instructions are not added, “as directed” will be sent as the SIG.
4. Enter the applicable medication information, such as quantity, quantity unit, refills, etc.
Quantity unit is a new, required field when a quantity is entered.
5. In Comments, enter any additional prescription information. Comments will be sent to the
pharmacy and will become part of the prescription record.

View the Formulary Information of a Medication

The Search Formulary function searches the Provincial Drug Benefit Plan to see if the medication is covered under
the provincial plan.
If more than one medication exists (e.g.: medication offered by multiple manufacturers), the result with the best
coverage will be displayed. For example, if three medications are not covered, 1 has conditional coverage, and 1 is
covered, the medication that is covered will be displayed.

Search the Formulary
1. From the Charting module, select Medications
2. In the Medication List, select the applicable medication
3. Click Search Formulary
This will bring up a quick formulary summary of the medication’s provincial coverage and cost range:

This will show if the medication is covered under the provincial health plan:
•

Covered

•

Conditional Coverage

•

Not Covered

•

Coverage Cannot be Determined

•

No formulary information available
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The summary will also show the cost range of the medication:
•

$: $0-$0.25

•

$$: $0.26-$0.50

•

$$$: $0.51-$1

•

$$$$: $2.01-$5

•

$$$$$+: $5.01-$10

•

$$$$$++: $10.01-$100

•

$$$$$+++: $100.01 - $1000

•

$$$$$++++: $1000 or more

4. Click More Info to display additional formulary information:

This window will display the medication name. Clicking the name will display the Alberta Blue Cross information
page for the medication.
If the selected medication was selected from the left sidebar of the medication lookup, a tooltip will appear when
hovering over the formulary search result there are multiple strengths of the medication.
Additionally, you can view the cost per unit for the brand-name medication, and the generic brand (if available).
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Sending a Prescription to PrescribeIT®

The Delivery Method section is where the medication is set up for submission to PrescribeIT®. From here, you can
select the delivery method, select or search for a destination pharmacy, e-sign & send the medication to
PrescribeIT®, or e-sign the medication and send it to PrescribeIT® at a later time:

Delivery Methods:
Method

Description

PrescribeIT®

Electronic (authoritative) prescription is sent to a pharmacy via PrescribeIT®.
Prescription details can be printed, but not in the form of an official prescription. A
destination pharmacy is required for this option.

Paper
PrescribeIT® Opt-out

Prescription is sent to PrescribeIT®, but not to a specific pharmacy. The paper
(authoritative) prescription is printed with a barcode. A PrescribeIT®-enabled
pharmacy can use the barcode to download the electronic copy of the prescription.

A prescription (authoritative) is printed, fillable by any pharmacy. No information is
sent to PrescribeIT®.

Searching for a Pharmacy
1. In the Delivery Method section, click Search for Pharmacy
2. Enter the search terms and click Search
This will open the Search and Select Pharmacy window:
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The search and select pharmacy window includes multiple filters to help refine your search and locate the
right pharmacy:
• Search on:
o Name and City: Use search terms to search by pharmacy name and city.
o Address, Postal Code, Phone, Fax, and Email: Use search terms to search by pharmacy address
details.
o Pharmacy Identifier: Use search terms to search by pharmacy identifier.
• Province Dropdown: Search for pharmacies in the selected province.
• Filter to Patient’s City: Search for pharmacies in the patient’s city.
• Hide Patient’s Preferred Pharmacies: Exclude the patient’s preferred pharmacies in the
search.
• Status:
o Active Rx Status: Show pharmacies with PrescribeIT® capabilities
o Active Communication Status: Show pharmacies with pharmacy-physician communication
capability.
To set destination pharmacy, select the pharmacy from the search results, and click Select

.

To set destination pharmacy and save it as the patient’s preferred pharmacy, select the pharmacy from the search
results, and click Select and Add as Preferred

.

Send the Prescription to PrescribeIT®
To sign and send the prescription to PrescribeIT®, click e-sign & Send

.

Send a Prescription Bundle to PrescribeIT® at a Later Time

Alternatively, prescriptions can be saved and sent to PrescribeIT® at a later time.
To send a prescription to PrescribeIT® at a later time, click e-sign
This will save prescription as a draft to be sent at a later time. Once signed by the physician, any user is able to
change the delivery method or the destination pharmacy without the medication needing to be re-signed by the
physician. Any user is able to send a signed medication.
To send saved prescriptions to PrescribeIT®, click Print/E-Send Client’s Medications
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Renewing a Prescription
Renewing a Prescription in Healthquest
1. From the Charting module, select the Medication tab
• Alternately, you can renew a prescription from the Overview tab. Select and renew
multiple prescriptions at once by clicking CTRL + Left mouse click and click Renew.
2. Highlight the medication and click Renew. The Last Prescribed field will automatically change to
today’s date
3. Edit the prescription if required, and click Save
To sign and lock the prescription without sending it to PrescribeIT®, click e-sign. The prescription will remain as a
draft where it can be sent to PrescribeIT® at a later time.
To sign and send the prescription to PrescribeIT®, click e-sign & Send.

Renewing a Prescription Requested by a Pharmacy

There are a few things to note regarding pharmacy-requested renewals:
• Pharmacy-requested renewals can be completed within Healthquest by any physician, but only
PrescribeIT®-enabled physicians can respond to the request electronically.
• There is no draft state for pharmacy-requested renewals; clicking away from, or closing, the
renewal windows will cause any changes to be lost.
• All renewal requests within a bundle must be responded to at the same time.
There are several functions to note when renewing a pharmacy-requested prescription:

• Deny All: Deny all requests within the renewal bundle.
• Approve All: Approve all requests within the renewal bundle as requested by the pharmacy.
There may be changes from what was originally prescribed by the doctor.
• Click to Show Original: Display the medication information as originally prescribed.
• Prev/Next: Browse the requests within the renewal bundle.
To renew a prescription requested by a pharmacy:
1. From the Charting module, select the Medication tab
2. In the For Review section of the Medication List, select the applicable renewal request
3. Click Renewal Request
4. Select the applicable Response:
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• Approve: Approves the medication currently displayed.
• Approve with Changes: Only available if changes are made to the currently open renewal
request; same result as the Approve reason, but includes changes made.
• Deny: Denies the request. Previous medication remains unchanged on the patient’s chart.
Requires a reason for denial.
• Create Review Task: Denies the request. Creates a new worklist with the medication
attached and marked for review.
To sign and send the renewal to the pharmacy, click e-sign & Send. This option is only available if the physician is
registered with PrescribeIT®. Non-PrescribeIT® physicians can e-sign & Print the renewal request; no electronic
message is sent for Non-PrescribeIT® physicians.
Split Prescriptions
There may be an instance where a pharmacy is unable to dispense the medication’s quantity unit as originally
prescribed, instead dispensing two different quantity units. For example, if you prescribe a 100mg pill, but the
pharmacy does not have a 100mg pill on hand. Instead, the pharmacy dispenses one 75mg pill and one 25mg pill.
In this scenario, if the pharmacy sends a renewal request for the medication, you will receive a renewal bundle
comprised of two medications: one 75mg pill, and one 25mg pill.
From here, you can respond to the renewal bundle as required.

Canceling a Prescription
1. From the Charting module, select Medications
2. Select the applicable medication
3. Click Cancel
4. Select the applicable Cancel Reason, and/or enter a custom reason
5. Click OK
This will send the cancellation request to PrescribeIT® electronically, or as a fail-over to fax. The medication’s
status will be set to cancel pending.
Once received, the pharmacy will respond to the request:
• Approve: The pharmacy has approved the cancel request. The medication will
automatically be marked as inactive.
• Denied: The pharmacy has denied the cancel request. The medication will remain active.
• Remaining Refills Revoked: The pharmacy has approved the cancel request after
dispensing the medication. Any additional refills will not be dispensed by the pharmacy.
The medication will automatically be marked as inactive.
Once the cancellation request has been approved, the medication will automatically be set to Inactive.
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Auto-Inactivate Medications

Instead of manually inactivating medications, they will automatically move to inactive based on a calculated
supply duration.
For example, if a prescription includes a dosage of “Take 2mg once daily for 1 week,” the medication will autoinactivate once 1 week has passed.
Alternatively, medications will automatically move to inactive based on the dispense notifications received from
the pharmacy. A notification from the pharmacy should indicate the amount dispensed to the patient, how long
that amount should last, and the number of remaining refills.
For example, a notification is received indicating that 10 units have been dispensed. Those 10 units should last 10
days and have 0 refills remaining. In this example, the medication will auto-inactive after 10 days have passed.
Turn this user setting on in Program Setup > Charting > Prescriptions > Auto-Inactivate Prescriptions.

Making a Medication Inactive
1. From the Charting module, select the Medications tab
• Alternately, you can right-click the prescription from the Overview tab
2. Highlight the drug to display the prescription
3. Click Inactive

Append Additional Notes to Inactive Medications
1. Click on the inactive medication
2. Click Append Additional Notes
3. Enter desired text, and click OK
The new text will appear below the previously entered notes. Once notes are entered they are not editable.
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Fail-Over to Fax

If a new prescription, renewal request, or cancel request fails to send electronically, PrescribeIT® will send the
message to the pharmacy via fax. The prescription’s status will be set to Sent as eFax

New Prescription
New Prescription Fails to Send Electronically
If a new prescription fails to send electronically, you will receive a fax delivery message in the for review folder.
This notification will be associated with the medication prescribed and will indicate that the task has been sent via
fax. Within the medication list, the medication will be set to the sent as eFax status.
New Prescription Fails to Send via Fax
If the medication fails to send via fax, the medication will be moved to the for review section of the medication
list and set to the send failure status.
From here, you can change the destination pharmacy and attempt to send the prescription again, or change the
delivery method to paper or PrescribeIT® opt-out.

Prescription Renewed in Healthquest

If a renewal fails to send electronically, you will receive a fax delivery message in the for review folder. This
notification will be associated with the medication prescribed and will indicate that the task has been sent via fax.
Within the medication list, the renewal will be set to the renewal as eFax status.
Renewal Fails to Send via Fax
If the renewal fails to send via fax, the medication will be moved to the for review section of the medication list
and set to the renewal failure status.
From here, you can change the destination pharmacy and attempt to send the renewal again, or change the
delivery method to paper or PrescribeIT® opt-out.

Cancel Requests

If a cancel request fails to send electronically, you will receive a fax delivery message in the for review folder. This
notification will be associated with the medication prescribed and will indicate that the task has been sent via fax.
Within the medication list, the cancel request will be set to the cancel as eFax status.
Cancel Request Fails to Send via Fax
If the cancel request fails to send via fax, the medication will be moved to the for review section of the medication
list and set to the cancel failed status.
From here, you can attempt to resend the cancel request or opt-out of sending an electronic cancel request and
manually mark the medication as inactive. If this option is selected, you must manually contact the pharmacy to
verify the medication is canceled.
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Clinician Communication

PrescribeIT® in Healthquest includes clinician communication between Healthquest and a pharmacy, as well as
both patient and medication-based communications between Healthquest and PrescribeIT®.
Communications between Healthquest and a pharmacy can be accessed from the doctor view. Patient and
medication-based communications can be accessed from the medication tab within a patient’s chart.

Clinician Communication Window

The clinician communication window includes a few notable sections:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Folder List: Displays your PrescribeIT® message folders.
Message List: Displays the list of PrescribeIT® messages.
Message Viewer: Displays the currently selected message.
Message Functions: Displays message-related functions.
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Patient-Linked Communication Window

The patient-linked communication window includes a few notable sections:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Folder List: Displays your PrescribeIT® message folders.
Message List: Displays the list of PrescribeIT® messages.
Message Viewer: Displays the currently selected message.
Message Functions: Displays message-related functions.
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Medication-Linked Communication Window

The medication-linked communication window includes a few notable sections:

1. Message List: Displays the list of PrescribeIT® messages.
2. Message Viewer: Displays the currently selected message.
3. Message Functions: Displays message-related functions.
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Folder List

The folder list displays the folders associated with your account, similar to an email program. This list gives you
access to the following folders:
Folder
For Review

Description
Messages that require attention (fail-over to fax, renewal requests, etc.).

Completed
Sent
Drafts
Archived

Messages you have responded to, or messages that do not require attention.
Messages you have sent.
Messages you have not yet sent.
Messages you have archived.

Message List

The message list displays the list of messages in the currently selected folder. This list includes the following
columns: date, sender, recipient, and patient linked to the message. Additionally, the message list displays the
message types as well as message indicators.
The message list can be sorted using the above columns. To sort the list, simply click on the applicable column.

Message Types

Each message is assigned a specific type:
Type
Message
Fax Delivery
Error
RX Dispense Notification
RX Renewal Request
Pending Cancel Response
Cancel RX Request Approved
Cancel RX Request Denied
Cancel RX Remaining Fills Revoked

Description
Physician or pharmacy-initiated communication.
Message was sent to the pharmacy by PrescribeIT® via fax.
Task generated an error. Error is detailed in the message.
Medication has been dispensed by the pharmacy.
Pharmacy is requesting a renewal on behalf of the patient.
High priority message. Cancel request has not received a response in
over 2 hours.
Cancel request has been approved by the pharmacy.
Cancel request has been denied by the pharmacy. Medication will
remain active within the patient’s chart.
Cancel request has been approved and remaining refills have been
revoked. Note: medication may have been partially dispensed.
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Message Indicators

The message list also includes the following helpful indicators:
Indicator
High Priority
Message Failed to Send

Description
High priority or urgent message. Appears next to the associated medication
until the message is completed or archived.
Outgoing communication failed to reach its destination. The message either
failed to immediately send (no internet, no patient DOB) or was rejected by
the destination (attachments failed to send, duplicate message IDs).

Message Viewer

The message viewer displays all information contained within a message:

The message viewer displays information similar to an email message, including the sender, recipient, date,
category, and priority.
Some information within the message viewer is displayed as a hyperlink, like Microquest pharmacy in the image
above. Clicking on these links will open a small pop-up window, displaying additional information.
The message viewer also includes several message functions specific to that particular message.
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Message Functions

There are a few different functions to note within the message viewer:
Prescription Functions

Description
Look up and select a message recipient, lookup and link a patient and/or
medication to the message.
Allow another physician to respond to the message.
Approve all renewal requests.
Deny all approval requests.
Open the message in the patient’s chart, reply to the message via the chart.
Browse through all prescriptions associated with a message.
Print the message.
Move the message to the Archive folder.
Resend the renewal response.
Opt-out of sending an electronic renewal response.
Delete the message.

Communication Functions

Description
Create a new message.
Look up and select a message recipient, lookup and link a patient and/or
medication to the message.
Move the message to the Archive folder.
View message attachments.
Allow another user to respond to a communication message on behalf of the
original recipient.
Delete the message.
Reply to the message.
Re-send the message.
Save the message in the drafts folder.
Send the message.
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Sending a Message

PrescribeIT® supports patient-linked, medication-linked, and non-linked messages.
Medication- and patient-linked messages can be sent from the medication and patient communication tab, as
well as the PrescribeIT® tab in the doctor view.
General messages with no patient and/or medication linked can be sent from the PrescribeIT® Tab in the doctor
view

Send a General, Clinician Message

1. Click PrescribeIT® in the Doctor View
2. Click New
3. Click Lookup in the To: field to select the applicable pharmacy
4. Fill out the message as desired
5. When the message is complete, click Send

Messages created from the Doctor View PrescribeIT® tab can be sent without a linked patient or medication.

Send a Patient-Linked Message

1. Click Medications in a patient’s chart
2. Click the Patient Communication tab
3. Click New
4. Click Lookup in the To: field to select the applicable pharmacy
5. Fill out the message as desired
6. When the message is complete, click Send

Creating a message from the Patient Communication tab will automatically link the patient to the message.

Send a Medication-Linked Message

1. Click Medications in a patient’s chart
2. Select the applicable medication
3. Click the Medication Communication tab
4. Click New
5. Click Lookup in the To: field to select the applicable pharmacy
6. Fill out the message as desired
7. When the message is complete, click Send

Creating a message from the Medication Communication tab will automatically link the patient and medication to
the message. The linked patient and medication cannot be changed.
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Manually Link a Patient and/or Medication to an Incoming Message

In some instances, incoming messages will fail to automatically link a patient and/or medication. For example, if
the incoming message’s linked patient information does not match the patient information within your database.
In these instances, Healthquest allows you to manually link a patient and/or medication to a message.
To manually link a patient and/or medication to a message, click the Lookup button next to the Client: or
Medication: field within the message:

Link a Patient to an Incoming Message
Click Lookup

Healthquest will provide a list of patients that most closely match the message’s linked patient:

From here, you can search for a patient, select the correct patient, or add a new patient to link to the message.
Once linked, Healthquest will automatically link the correct patient for any future incoming messages.

Link a Medication to an Incoming Message
Click Lookup

Healthquest will provide a list of the patient’s medications:
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From here, you can select the correct patient, search for a patient, or add a new patient to link to the message.
Once linked, Healthquest will automatically link the correct medication for any future incoming messages.

Reply to a Message

1. Select the applicable message
2. Fill out the message as desired
3. Click Send

Received messages already linked to a patient and/or medication cannot be manually relinked to a patient and/or
medication. Messages you have replied to cannot be manually relinked to a patient and/or medication.

Attachments
To add attachments to a message, click Attachments
A message must be linked to a patient before attachments can be added, and only attachments from within a
patent’s chart can be added to a message.
The allowed attachment file types are: TIF, BMP, PCX, PDF, DOC, RTF, TXT, JPG, GIF, and PNG.
The total attachment size cannot exceed 50MB.

Error Messages

If an outgoing clinician communication or renewal response fails, the message will appear in the For Review
section in red. From here, you can open the message and try resending the message or response.

